Access business documents and manage email from anywhere, anytime

In today’s business environment, professionals are expected to stay connected with important updates regarding their colleagues and clients at all times. Evolving working practices, coupled with changing regulations, require proper retention of all client related content irrespective of how it is accessed or manipulated. The continued acceleration of information access with smart phones and tablets imposes new pressures on both professionals and IT. With the increased use of the Apple iPhone and iPad for business purposes, email usage has gone up, but the need to capture and manage email and keep the client file up-to-date remains. Professionals must be productive, responsive and provide accurate and timely communications while organizations must insure all correspondence is properly captured, secured and managed.

Ubiquitous access to the repository from iOS devices is critical to ensure broad adoption of document and email management systems as well as enforcement of filing policy. Successfully accessing information in corporate repositories using mobile devices requires a solution that provides a tailored user experience, enables good working practices and resolves the challenges these powerful devices expose.

WorkSite Mobility for iOS brings key capabilities of Autonomy WorkSite, an award-winning document and email management solution, to Apple’s iPhone® and iPad devices. Through an innovative, native user interface, mobile professionals can now interact with client files, find, edit and view documents, capture images and email WorkSite files to collaborate with colleagues and clients even when the device is disconnected.

WorkSite Mobility allows WorkSite users to effectively access and manage their email and engagement related content from anywhere and enables them to stay productive and responsive to client needs. The WorkSite Mobility client software gives the user a superior experience, high performance and local, encrypted storage capabilities that are specially designed to securely expose the full power of WorkSite.

Intuitive access to WorkSite from an iOS inspired two-paned interface

Key Highlights
- Brings key WorkSite information access, document and email management capabilities to iPhones and iPads
- WorkSite Mobility enables users to access client files from the convenience of all iOS powered devices
- Professionals can send WorkSite documents and links via email, and resolve WorkSite links on the iPhone or iPad
- Improved productivity and client service in an increasingly mobile workforce
- Powerful Search capabilities enable professionals to quickly and accurately retrieve WorkSite content from anywhere on any iOS device
Features

• Intuitive Access to WorkSite - allowing mobile users to access their workspaces, folders and documents from an iOS inspired two-paneled interface
• Team Collaboration from Anywhere – providing the tools to maintain contact with projects, customers and teams from iOS devices
• Bring Your Own iPhone and iPad Support– enabling organizations to segment business content from personal content on a single device
• Robust WorkSite Search – exposing workspaces, folders, documents and email through an intuitive and dynamic search interface that fully respects security
• Maintain Stringent Access History in WorkSite – recording all history of mobile document activity in WorkSite

Edit and upload content to WorkSite direct from your iOS device

WorkSite Mobility for iOS fully supports document check-out and check-in, so users can edit documents from anywhere. Users check documents out to supported authoring tools on the iPad, and check them back into WorkSite just as they would if they were working from a laptop or a desktop. Mobile editing greatly increases productivity for the mobile workforce.

Manage Email from your Mobile Device

From the convenience of the iPad or iPhone, users can send email to WorkSite folders via WorkSite contacts, ensuring that critical communications are managed appropriately. Likewise, WorkSite documents can easily be sent via email, as either a link or a full-fledged document copy. WorkSite links sent via email are resolved automatically. Filing to Outlook synchronized or “marked” folders is also fully respected.

Mobile Capture via Page Lift

Leveraging the embedded camera technology on the iPhone and iPad, users can now capture documents, receipts and signatures directly into WorkSite from the convenience of their mobile device. By navigating to the destination WorkSite folder and clicking on the camera icon, users direct the photo to the appropriate WorkSite location.

The Page Lift technology, developed by HP Labs, enhances images from mobile cameras to remove extraneous background, de-skew the image, and remove page creases and other imperfections to improve contrast.

Securing WorkSite content on a mobile device

With the proliferation of mobile devices in the work place, organizations are seeking enterprise class tools that ensure secure access to business content. WorkSite Mobility for iOS supports secure communication over HTTPS / SSL or iOS, eliminating the need for a VPN connection. Further, the app supports authentication via trusted login, enabling single sign on for users. Two-tiered authentication via RSA tokens is also supported. All content stored on the iPad is encrypted, using iOS native data protection APIs. A security pin on the WorkSite app is also available to enable device sharing without jeopardizing inadvertent access to critical business content.
WorkSite Mobility for Good Technology

WorkSite Mobility for Good Technology balances the necessary level of remote access with the appropriate security constraints that safeguard corporate entities. Coupled with WorkSite’s robust workspace, folder and document level security, WorkSite Mobility for Good Technology provides the following key features:

- User Provisioning of WorkSite Mobility – authorizing WorkSite access to mobile users and enabling administrators to set permissions and passwords remotely
- Secure Content at Rest and in Transit – delivering data to / from the mobile device to the WorkSite Mobility for iOS Server via secured SSL transactions and encoding the data on the local device using FIPS certified AES file encryption
- Revoke Access and Remote Wipe – rescind access privileges and remove data from remote devices in real-time
- Data Leakage Protection – protecting enterprise content by restricting copy / paste, Open in and email privileges from non-authorized applications

WorkSite Mobility for iOS Benefits:

- Keeps users in touch with the latest client information anywhere and anytime for faster response times and better overall client service
- Delivers powerful WorkSite capabilities to a user’s fingertips, enabling them to be more productive while out of the office
- Keeps professionals on top of their workload. Either connected or disconnected, users can edit documents, capture images, and file emails while on the go
- Addresses key challenges of document and correspondence retention by making it simple for professionals to locate and file important information that might otherwise be overlooked
About HP Autonomy

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s powerful management and analytic tools for structured information together with its ability to extract meaning in real time from all forms of information, regardless of format, is a powerful tool for companies seeking to get the most out of their data. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance solutions in areas such as eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help companies grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization and rich media management.

Please visit autonomy.com to find out more.